
   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
     
MINISTRY OF OIL  
MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. (G.CO.)   

 (DAURA REFINERY)  
ADVERTISMENT   

                          MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. ANNOUNCES FOR PURCHASING THE MATERIALS AS STATED BELOW:- 

REQ.NO. DESCRIPTION QTY ADVERTISMEN
T NO. 

BID BOND 

1291/2016 Metals  18 Items Third 900 $ 

1-the requisition to be sold in (250, 000) iraqi dinars; un returnable or to transfer this amount  to  mrc bank 
account number (90956)in rafidan bank  head branch   . 

2-technical and commercial offer should be opened at the same time, the representatives of the companies 
can be attend to our mpany (mrc) at 10 o’clock morning one day after the closing day stated below in item (29) . 
3-offered prices should be (cip) baghdad / daura refinery and preferred to be in us dollar. they will be final and un 
negotiable. (mrc) is not obliged to accept the lowest prices.  
 4-offeres (technical & commercial) to be submitted, separately in sealed envelopes, either directly at (mrc) 
reception bureau or sent   by(dhl).  the requisition number, the description and the closing date should be fixed 
on both envelopes.  the validity of the offer should be mentioned within the technical offer ; also on the envelope  
of the commercial offer. offers sent by e– mail will be neglected. 

   5- the validity of the bid bond and the offer should be mentioned within both offers and should not be less than  
(120) days. 
6- all pages of, both, the technical and commercial offers should be numbered in sequence,   including the 
attachments and documents. 
7-all documents (profile) and similar contracts achieved, issued by governmental contracts should be submitted 
before purchasing the req. – for the current year or enclosed within the technical offer. 
8- a bid bond of amount that stated in the advertisement above against each tender should be submitted with 
commercial offer from one of the participant in the company according to instruction   as (letter of guarantee  , 
certified cheque   or bank guarantee) (original copy), issued from :( kurdistan international bank , north bank    , 
arpil international bank, gihan bank for islamic investment & finance , al mansour bank for investment , national 
islamic bank , region for business investment and financing    ( emerald bank befor), bank of baghdad ,  gulf 
commercial bank , sumer for commercial , credit bank iraqi  , investment bank of iraq , ashur international bank 
for investment  , international development for investment &finance , national bank of iraq    , iraqi islamic 
cooperational bank for investment , commercial bank ,   byblos bank , dijlah & furat bank for development & 
investment & iraqi middle east investment bank  , bank med  and released immediately in case the requisition is 
not awarded. cheques & bank   guarantees issued from [alwarkaa bank – islamic bilad bank, united bank for 
investment or basrah international bank, al- huda bank ,economy bank for investment & finance, union bank                 
of Iraq ] are not acceptable. this bid bond should be valid for not less than (120) days &this bid bond should be 
confiscated if the companies don’t respond to( answered  for ) the correspondence  during the technical & 
commercial study . 
  9-   the delivery period (in days) should be, exactly specified.  
10-basic terms of payment is by irrevocable & unconfirmed letter of credit to be paid (100%) after the receipt of 
goods in baghdad complete and as ordered. other terms of payment may be, mutually, agreed upon latter and for 
certain conditions, which are : a portion of the total amount to be paid, but against bank guarantee the prices of 
all offers are calculated according to the exchange rate of the central bank  of iraq .at the date of opening the 
offers .for the purpose  of preferability   and by iraqi dinar   only ,  for iraqi companies  according to the exchange 
rate of the control bank of iraq at the date of  preparing the contract,and the cost was stated in the contract. 
11-   delay penalty to be applied with total amount, not exceeding (10%) of the total value of the contract . 
12-  an unconditional performance bond of (5%) of the total value of the contract to be submitted, from one of the 
participant in the company as a letter of guarantee  (only)   after the letter of award  and  before   signing the 
contract  according to instruction  , from one of the banks mentioned  in item (8) within (15)  fifteen  days from the 
date, the supplier is informed of the award. for any delay beyond the specified period, the award will be cancelled 
and the supplier will be considered as a shirker. the issue of the (l /c) depends, mainly, on submitting this bond.   
the performance bond should be valid for two months later than the delivery period or until the guarantee period 
(if stated), is over. this performance bond will be released after the receipt of goods complete and as ordered and 
the supplier has fulfilled all his commitments regarding the p/o. otherwise, it will be confiscated. 
13- (2.7%) of the total value of the contract to be deducted as taxes for iraqi companies. also, in case the   
payment is in iraqi dinar. for   non-iraqi companies, the deducted amounts shall be transferred to the general 
commission of taxes within a period not exceeding (30) days from the date of completing the work and 3% for the 
contract contain onsite training , installation and operation.   

14- (0.002) off the total value of the contract to be deducted as stamp charges. 
15- a sum of (205,000.00) id to be deducted as cost of import license. 
 
 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

16- origin certificate should be approved by iraqi embassy/commercial attaché in the country of origin. 

17-a sum of money in Iraqi dinar  for chemical materials to be deducted as an environmental 

cost after issuing the contract & will be determined by ministry of environment 

18- the participant has no right to omit or make any amendment, whatsoever, to any of the paragraphs   of the 

requisition document. 

19- the origin of the materials should be specified in the offer and fixed. and will not be changed   for  any  reason  

state the method & the port of shipment & the entry point . 

20-   the supplier should  state his full and fixed name and address (city ,building , street , email , phone NO.). ALL 

offers and correspondences  should be, clearly, signed by the general manager or whom is   officially   empowered   

via power of attorney. otherwise the offer will be neglected. 

21- third party inspection certificate should be provided from one of the following companies: 

[lioyds register – bureau veritas - intertek global - tuv rheinland - dnv] 

22-  it is necessary to present authorization letter from the manufacturer companies certified from ministry of 

foreing affairs or embassy or consulate or the commercial attached in country of origin  

23- in case the supplier fails to supply all or part of the requested materials as ordered and according to the 

technical specification stated in the purchase order, our company has the right to deduct their cost at the highest 

offered price submitted by competitors in the table of price analysis for such items. 

24-   the awarded supplier will bear the advertising fees value (100 $) . 

25-   iraqi laws are applied   :  the tender and the contract shall be governed and construed according   to the   iraqi 

law. courts shall have the exclusive jurisdiction to hear and determine all actions     and proceedings   arising out 

of the contract. governmental debts collection law (no. : 56), for the   year 1977 shall be applied on amounts owed   

to (mrc). 

26- for chemical (req) the sample should be submitted with the technical & commercial offers before or                      

(during )the closing otherwise the offers will be neglected 

  27-  the contracted company shall not deal with lsrael in any way ; otherwise , it shall bear all the legal  

consequences .  

28-the companies that need any additional  information in order  to participate in any tender 

should buy the tender document  & attached with their letters before closing date . & our                

company shall state  a date  of conference for answering all questions in time not less than                      

(7 day) befor closing date  

 29- closing date: 20  /   12 / 2016, till (1.00) o’clock (afternoon).                                                                                   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                               

                                                                                               Saad Noori Mohamed 

                                                                                              G. MANAGER  



1291t2016

IT QTY UNIT VOCAB DESCRIPTION
METALS
Free cutting brass round bar rod
conforming to Astm 8-16 : temper
designation (HO2) round cross .section :hot
rolled :certificates is required : colour
identification black
lnches mm in random lengths

1. 150 CM 200s0s/128.2 8" 203 30-60CM
Commercial copper rod :bar according to
Astm 8-133 :UNS No. designation
(C-14200) round cross-section temper
designation (060) max Rockwell hardness
F-scale (65) :not less than (30)CM piece

length
Inches mm

2. 120 CM 2014051048.2 3rt 76
Chemical composition
3.5-5.8% tin 0.03-0.35% phosphorous
0.107o max iron lead 0.05%o max zinc0.3Yo
max copper plus tin plus phospherous
99.5%o min
Phosphor bronze cold brawn and annealed
in accordance with Astm designated
B-139-52, alloy "A" colour identification:
green phosphor bronzes rods Dia
inches mm in rand lengths

3. 300 CM 2021051048.2 3" 76 120-300cM

4. 60 CM 096.2 6" 152 30-60cM
152-5

High lead tin bronze hollow bar casting
according to ASTM B-L44-52 alloy type
(3B): commercial designation (83-7-7-3)

color identification white dia inches mm in
random length
Inch mm

5. 450 CM 202510t036.2 3"Xl.ll2" 76X38 120-240CM

6. 300 CM 2025101040.2 3.ll2xt.llz" 89x38 60-120CM

l-J



IT QTY UNIT VOCAB DESCRIPTION
Cold finish alloy steel bar grade 4140
cold drawn in accordance with Astm
designation A-33f -50T approximate
composition:
Carbon 0.38- 0.43o/o manganese 0.75%o
silicon 0.20-0.35olochromium 0.80-1.15%
molybdenum 0.15-0.257o colour
identification -white round bar
inches mm in random lenqth

7. 1200 CM 20300st024.2 l.l/2,, 38 300-450CM
Stainless steel bar according to Astm -A-
276-81A type (304) uns No. (530400) cold
finished :cold drawin: annealed
Inches mm in random Lenqths

8. 500 CM 203205/0s2.0 3.1/4" 83 180-360CM
Martensitic round bar
martensitic stainless steel round bar
according to Astm -A-276-8lA type (ala)
UNS designation (S41400):cold fineshed
:cold drawn :annealed :colour
identification :red.

9. 150 CM 20340st026.2 1.5/8" 4l mm 180-360CM
Martensitic hollow round bar
stainless steel round bar according to:
Astm -4-276 type (ala)
Uns designation(S41400)
cold Iinished ,cold drawn. annealed
colour identifi cation :red.
OD xID

10. 300 CM 203410t056.2 3 Yz" x I Yt" or 89x38mm
Standard quality :cold finished low
carbon steel bar :cold drawn in
accordance with Astm -A-108-81 grade
designation (1018): UNS No designation
(G10180) colour identification black
inches mm in random lengths

11. 6000 CM 205r05/0t6.2 1" 25 300-450CM
12. 800 CM 036.2 2.U4" 57 300-450CM
13. 600 CM 048.2 3tt 76 300-4s0cM
14. 300 CM 112.2 7" 178 g0-1g0CM
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IT QTY UNIT VOCAB DESCRIPTION
Standard quality :cold finished low
carbon steel bar :cold drawn in
accordance with Astm -A-108-81 grade
designation (f018): UNS No designation
(Gl0l80) colour identification black
Ilches mm in random lengths

15. 300 CM 205107/020.2 l.l/4,, 32 90-180CM
Standard qualify :cotd finished cold
drawn: medium-carbon steel bar : in
accordance with Astm -A-108-81 grade
designation (1144)z UNS No (cf t440)
inches mm in random lengths

16. 600 CM 20530s/032.2 2" 51 300-4s0cM
17. 200 CM 20s305t064.2 4" 102 180-360cM

Cast iron bars to 8.S.1452-f948 grade 12
rough machined to l/32"above stated
sizes in random
lengths of 45-90CM round
solid bars diameter (inches)

dia
Inches mm

18. 100 CM 20600s/072.2 4.1/2" ll4

ALL MANUFACTURE ACCEPTED EXCEPT CHINA
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN

MILL CERTIFICATE

DIMENSIONS CHECK

THIRD PART INSPECTION: (visual inspection)
1- Lloyds Register
2- Bureau Veritas
3- Intertek Global
4- Tuv Rhenland
5- DNV

o
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MINISTRY OF OIL  
MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. (G.CO.)   

 (DAURA REFINERY)  
ADVERTISMENT   

                          MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. ANNOUNCES FOR PURCHASING THE MATERIALS AS STATED BELOW:- 

REQ.NO. DESCRIPTION QTY ADVERTISMEN
T NO. 

BID BOND 

1335/2016 Supplementary & Meters/Transmitter 6 Items Third 7200 $ 

1-the requisition to be sold in (250, 000) iraqi dinars; un returnable or to transfer this amount  to  mrc bank 
account number (90956)in rafidan bank  head branch   . 

2-technical and commercial offer should be opened at the same time, the representatives of the companies 
can be attend to our mpany (mrc) at 10 o’clock morning one day after the closing day stated below in item (29) . 
3-offered prices should be (cip) baghdad / daura refinery and preferred to be in us dollar. they will be final and un 
negotiable. (mrc) is not obliged to accept the lowest prices.  
 4-offeres (technical & commercial) to be submitted, separately in sealed envelopes, either directly at (mrc) 
reception bureau or sent   by(dhl).  the requisition number, the description and the closing date should be fixed 
on both envelopes.  the validity of the offer should be mentioned within the technical offer ; also on the envelope  
of the commercial offer. offers sent by e– mail will be neglected. 

   5- the validity of the bid bond and the offer should be mentioned within both offers and should not be less than  
(120) days. 
6- all pages of, both, the technical and commercial offers should be numbered in sequence,   including the 
attachments and documents. 
7-all documents (profile) and similar contracts achieved, issued by governmental contracts should be submitted 
before purchasing the req. – for the current year or enclosed within the technical offer. 
8- a bid bond of amount that stated in the advertisement above against each tender should be submitted with 
commercial offer from one of the participant in the company according to instruction   as (letter of guarantee  , 
certified cheque   or bank guarantee) (original copy), issued from :( kurdistan international bank , north bank    , 
arpil international bank, gihan bank for islamic investment & finance , al mansour bank for investment , national 
islamic bank , region for business investment and financing    ( emerald bank befor), bank of baghdad ,  gulf 
commercial bank , sumer for commercial , credit bank iraqi  , investment bank of iraq , ashur international bank 
for investment  , international development for investment &finance , national bank of iraq    , iraqi islamic 
cooperational bank for investment , commercial bank ,   byblos bank , dijlah & furat bank for development & 
investment & iraqi middle east investment bank  , bank med  and released immediately in case the requisition is 
not awarded. cheques & bank   guarantees issued from [alwarkaa bank – islamic bilad bank, united bank for 
investment or basrah international bank, al- huda bank ,economy bank for investment & finance, union bank                 
of Iraq ] are not acceptable. this bid bond should be valid for not less than (120) days &this bid bond should be 
confiscated if the companies don’t respond to( answered  for ) the correspondence  during the technical & 
commercial study . 
  9-   the delivery period (in days) should be, exactly specified.  
10-basic terms of payment is by irrevocable & unconfirmed letter of credit to be paid (100%) after the receipt of 
goods in baghdad complete and as ordered. other terms of payment may be, mutually, agreed upon latter and for 
certain conditions, which are : a portion of the total amount to be paid, but against bank guarantee the prices of 
all offers are calculated according to the exchange rate of the central bank  of iraq .at the date of opening the 
offers .for the purpose  of preferability   and by iraqi dinar   only ,  for iraqi companies  according to the exchange 
rate of the control bank of iraq at the date of  preparing the contract,and the cost was stated in the contract. 
11-   delay penalty to be applied with total amount, not exceeding (10%) of the total value of the contract . 
12-  an unconditional performance bond of (5%) of the total value of the contract to be submitted, from one of the 
participant in the company as a letter of guarantee  (only)   after the letter of award  and  before   signing the 
contract  according to instruction  , from one of the banks mentioned  in item (8) within (15)  fifteen  days from the 
date, the supplier is informed of the award. for any delay beyond the specified period, the award will be cancelled 
and the supplier will be considered as a shirker. the issue of the (l /c) depends, mainly, on submitting this bond.   
the performance bond should be valid for two months later than the delivery period or until the guarantee period 
(if stated), is over. this performance bond will be released after the receipt of goods complete and as ordered and 
the supplier has fulfilled all his commitments regarding the p/o. otherwise, it will be confiscated. 
13- (2.7%) of the total value of the contract to be deducted as taxes for iraqi companies. also, in case the   
payment is in iraqi dinar. for   non-iraqi companies, the deducted amounts shall be transferred to the general 
commission of taxes within a period not exceeding (30) days from the date of completing the work and 3% for the 
contract contain onsite training , installation and operation.   

14- (0.002) off the total value of the contract to be deducted as stamp charges. 
15- a sum of (205,000.00) id to be deducted as cost of import license. 
 
 
 

 

 

 



   

 

 

16- origin certificate should be approved by iraqi embassy/commercial attaché in the country of origin. 

17-a sum of money in Iraqi dinar  for chemical materials to be deducted as an environmental 

cost after issuing the contract & will be determined by ministry of environment 

18- the participant has no right to omit or make any amendment, whatsoever, to any of the paragraphs   of the 

requisition document. 

19- the origin of the materials should be specified in the offer and fixed. and will not be changed   for  any  reason  

state the method & the port of shipment & the entry point . 

20-   the supplier should  state his full and fixed name and address (city ,building , street , email , phone NO.). ALL 

offers and correspondences  should be, clearly, signed by the general manager or whom is   officially   empowered   

via power of attorney. otherwise the offer will be neglected. 

21- third party inspection certificate should be provided from one of the following companies: 

[lioyds register – bureau veritas - intertek global - tuv rheinland - dnv] 

22-  it is necessary to present authorization letter from the manufacturer companies certified from ministry of 

foreing affairs or embassy or consulate or the commercial attached in country of origin  

23- in case the supplier fails to supply all or part of the requested materials as ordered and according to the 

technical specification stated in the purchase order, our company has the right to deduct their cost at the highest 

offered price submitted by competitors in the table of price analysis for such items. 

24-   the awarded supplier will bear the advertising fees value (100 $) . 

25-   iraqi laws are applied   :  the tender and the contract shall be governed and construed according   to the   iraqi 

law. courts shall have the exclusive jurisdiction to hear and determine all actions     and proceedings   arising out 

of the contract. governmental debts collection law (no. : 56), for the   year 1977 shall be applied on amounts owed   

to (mrc). 

26- for chemical (req) the sample should be submitted with the technical & commercial offers before or                      

(during )the closing otherwise the offers will be neglected 

  27-  the contracted company shall not deal with lsrael in any way ; otherwise , it shall bear all the legal  

consequences .  

28-the companies that need any additional  information in order  to participate in any tender 

should buy the tender document  & attached with their letters before closing date . & our                

company shall state  a date  of conference for answering all questions in time not less than                      

(7 day) befor closing date  

 29- closing date: 20  /   12 / 2016, till (1.00) o’clock (afternoon).                                                                                   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                               

                                                                                               Saad Noori Mohamed 

                                                                                              G. MANAGER  



REQ.NO': 1335/2016 
' 

IT. QTY . UNIT VOCAB NO. DESCRIPTION 

SUPPLEMENTARY & METERS 
- TYPE: TRANSMITTER 

ATMOSPHERIC DIST. UNIT (70000 
BBL/D 

I. 10 NOS 3 78601 I 484.3 DIFF. PRESSURE TRANS. MODEL: EJA110A 
INST. RANGE: 0- 1 Kg/ cm2 

, 
PROSS. CONN.: ~"NPT-F ON COVER 
FLANGE 

. 
OUT PUT SIGNAL: 4-20 m A HART 

. COMMUN. TYPE: HART . 
POWER SUPPLY: 24 VDC 
ELEMENT /DIAPHRAGM MATERIAL: 

. Capsule 316LSS/DIAPH.HASTELLOY C- 276 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION/CABLE 
GLAND: TERMINALS/ M20X1.5 

. INTEGRAL INDICATOR: LCD DIGITAL IND . 
PURCHASE ORDER No.: 
EJAll OA-EMS5A-99DA/KF2/D4/N4 
Explosion proof type: 
CENELEC ATEX (KEMA)Flamep.app. 
REMOTE SEALS 
TYPE/MODEL: 
BF/2 xOFSBFEJAM-08A2SSSS-FlC105 
PROCESS CON. SIZE/RATING: 
3" ANSI 816.5/ 300 RF 
DIAPHRAM MA TERIAL/CAPILARY 
MET ERIAL: 
316SS/316SS 
CAPILLARY TYPE/ LENGTH: 
ARMOURED SS/2x2000 mm 
FILL FLUID: 
SILICONE OIL BODOTHERM BS0-42/ 
1070KG/M3@25°C 
Max Allow. Over temp.: -10 to +350 
Manufacturer: YOKOGAWA 

2. 10 NOS 3786011485.3 DJFF. PRESSURE TRANS. MODEL: EJAllOA 
INST. RANGE: 0- 1 Kg/ cm2 

PROSS. CONN.: %"NPT-F ON COVER 
FLANGE 
OUT PUT SIGNAL: 4-20 m A HART 
COMMUN. TYPE: HART 
POWER SUPPLY: 24 VDC 
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IT. QTY UNPf VOCAB NO. DESCRIPTION 
' ELEMENT /DIAPHRAGM MATERIAL: 

Capsule 316LSS/DIAPH.HASTELLOY C- 276 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION/CABLE 

~ GLAND: TERMINALS/ M20X1.5 
. INTEGRAL INDICATOR: LCD DIGITAL IND . 

PURCHASE ORDER No.: 
EJA110A-EMS5A-99DA/KF2/D4/N4 
Explosion proof type: 

~ CENELEC ATEX(KEMA)Fiamep.app. . 
REMOTE SEALS 

- TYPE/MODEL: 
BF/2xDFSBFEJAM-08A 1 SSSS-Fl C105 
PROCESS CON. SIZE/ RATING: 
3" ANSI B16.5/ 150 RF 
DIAPHRAM MATERIAL/CAPILARY 
METERIAL: -
316SS/ 316SS 
CAPILLARY TYPE/ LENGTH: 

- ARMOURED SS/2x2000 mm 
FILL FLUID: 
SILICONE OIL BODOTHERM BS0-42/ 
1 070KG/M3@25°C 
Max Allow. Over temp.: -10 to +350 
Manufacturer: YOKOGA W A 

3. 10 NOS 3786011486.3 DIFF. PRESSURE TRANS. MODEL: EJA110A 
INST. RANGE: 0 - 1 Kg/ cm2 

PROSS. CONN.: Y.s"NPT-F ON COVER 
FLANGE 
OUT PUT SIGNAL: 4-20 m A HART 
COMMUN. TYPE: HART 
POWER SUPPLY: 24 VDC 
ELEMENT /DIAPHRAGM MATERIAL: 
Capsule 316LSS/DIAPH.HASTELLOY C- 276 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION/CABLE 
GLAND: TERMINALS/ M20X1.5 
INTEGRAL INDICATOR: LCD DIGITAL IND. 
PURCHASE ORDER No.: 
EJA110A-EMS5A-99DA/KF2/D4/N4 
Explosion proof type: 
CENELEC ATEX(KEMA)Fiamep.app. 
REMOTE SEALS 
TYPE/MODEL: 
BF/2xDFSBFEJAM-08A1SSSS-F1C104 
PROCESS CON. SIZE/ RATING: 
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IT. QTY· UNIT YOCAB NO. DESCRIPTION 
' 3" ANSI 816.5/ 150 RF . 

DIAPHRAM MATERIAL/CAPILARY 

I ~ 
- METERIAL: 

316SS/316SS 
. CAPILLARY TYPE/ LENGTH: 

ARMOURED SS/2x4000 mm 
FILL FLUID: 

- SILICONE OIL BODOTHERM BS0-42/ 
1070KG/M3 @25°C . 
Max Allow. Over temp.: -10 to +350 
Manufacturer: YOKOGA WA 

- 4. 10 NOS 378601/487.3 DlFF. PRESSURE TRANS. MODEL: EJAllOA 
-

- INST. RANGE: 0- 1 Kg/ cm2 

PROSS. CONN.: %"NPT-F ON COVER 
FLANGE -
OUT PUT SIGNAL: 4-20 m A HART 
COMMUN. TYPE: HART 

- POWER SUPPLY: 24 VDC 
ELEMENT /DIAPHRAGM MATERIAL: 
Capsule 316LSS/DIAPH.HASTELLOY C- 276 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION/CABLE 
GLAND: TERMINALS/ M20X1.5 
INTEGRAL INDICATOR: LCD DIGITAL IND. 
PURCHASE ORDER No.: 
EJA110A-EMS5A-99DA/KF2/D4/N4 
Explosion proof type: 
CENELEC ATEX(KEMA)Flamep.app. 
REMOTE SEALS 
TYPE/MODEL: 
BF/2xDFSBFEJAM-08A1SSM4-F1C104 
PROCESS CON. SIZE/RATING: 
3" ANSI 816.5/ 150 RF 
DIAPHRAM MATERIAL/CAPILARY 
METERlAL: 
MONEL 400/ 316SS 
CAPILLARY TYPE/ LENGTH: 
ARMOURED SS/2x3000 mm 
FILL FLUID: 
SILICONE OIL BODOTHERM BS0-42/ 
1070KG/M3@25°C 
Max Allow. Over temp.: -10 to +350 
Manufacturer: YOKOGA WA 
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IT. QTY · UNIT VOCAB NO. DESCRIPTION 
5. 10 NOS 3786011488.3 DIFF. PRESSURE TRANS. MODEL: EJAllOA 

INST. RANGE: 0- 5.1 Kg/ cm2 

. 
PROSS. CONN.: %"NPT-F ON COVER 

. FLANGE 
. OUT PUT SIGNAL: 4-20 m A HART 

CO~UN. TYPE:HART 
POWER SUPPLY: 24 VDC 

. ELEMENT /DIAPHRAGM MATERIAL: 
Capsule 316LSS/DIAPH.HASTELLOY C- 276 . 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION/CABLE 
GLAND: TERMINALS/ M20X1.5 

. INTEGRAL INDICATOR: LCD DIGITAL IND . 
PURCHASE ORDER No.: 

. 
EJAllOA-EHS5A-99DA/KF2/D4/N4 . 
Explosion proof type: 
CENELEC ATEX(KEMA)Flamep.app. 
REMOTE SEALS 
TYPE/MODEL: 

. BF/2xDFSBFEJAM-05A2SSSS-F1C105 
PROCESS CON. SIZE/ RATING: 

. 2" ANSI 816.5/ 300 RF 
DIAPHRAM MA TERIAL/CAPILARY 
METERIAL: 
316 SS/ 316SS 
CAPILLARY TYPE/ LENGTH: 
ARMOURED SSJ2x5000 mm 
FILL FLUID: 
SILICONE OIL BODOTHERM BS0-42/ 
1070KG/M3@25°C 
Max Allow. Over temp.: -10 to +350 
Manufacturer: YOKOGA WA 

6. 10 NOS 378601/489.3 PRESSURE TRANS. MODEL: EJA430A 
INST. RANGE: 0- 30Kg/ cm2 

PROSS. CONN.: %"NPT-F ON COVER 
FLANGE 
OUT PUT SIGNAL: 4-20 m A HART 
COMMUN. TYPE: HART 
POWER SUPPLY: 24 VDC 
ELEMENT /DIAPHRAGM MATERIAL: 
Capsule 316LSS/DIAPH.HASTELLOY C- 276 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION/CABLE 
GLAND: TERMINALS/ M20X1.5 
INTEGRAL INDICATOR: LCD DIGITAL IND. 
PURCHASE ORDER No.: 
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-

QTY· UNIT VOCAB NO. DESCRIPTION 
• EJA430A-EAS5A-99DA/KF2/D4/N4 

Explosion proof type: 
CENELEC ATEX(KEMA)Fiamep.app . 
REMOTE SEALS 
TYPE/MODEL: 
BRF/1 xDFSBREJAM-05AlSSM4-Fl Cl 02 
PROCESS CON. SIZE/ RATING: 
2" ANSI B16.5/ 150 RF 
DlAPHRAM MATERIAL/CAPILARY 
METERIAL: 
MONAL 400/ 316SS 
CAPILLARY TYPE/ LENGTH: 
ARMOURED SS/3000 mm 
FILL FLUID: 
SILICONE OIL BODOTHERM BS0-42/ 
1 070KG/M3 @25°C 
Max Allow. Over temp.: -10 to +350 
Manufacturer: YOKOGA WA 

CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 
THIRD PARTY INSPECTION CERTIFICATE 
( Visual test ) 
1.Lioyd s Register 
2. Bureau Veritas 
3. lntertek Global 
4. TUV Rhenland 
5. DNV 
ORIGIN: Europe union- Japan- Usa- Australia -Canada 
- South Korea. 
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MINISTRY OF OIL  
MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. (G.CO.)   

 (DAURA REFINERY)  
ADVERTISMENT   

                          MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. ANNOUNCES FOR PURCHASING THE MATERIALS AS STATED BELOW:- 

REQ.NO. DESCRIPTION QTY ADVERTISMEN
T NO. 

BID BOND 

1636/2016 Depressant for transformer oil type alkyl naphthalene or equivalent 5000 Kgs Twice 1350 $ 

1-the requisition to be sold in (250, 000) iraqi dinars; un returnable or to transfer this amount  to  mrc bank 
account number (90956)in rafidan bank  head branch   . 

2-technical and commercial offer should be opened at the same time, the representatives of the companies 
can be attend to our mpany (mrc) at 10 o’clock morning one day after the closing day stated below in item (29) . 
3-offered prices should be (cip) baghdad / daura refinery and preferred to be in us dollar. they will be final and un 
negotiable. (mrc) is not obliged to accept the lowest prices.  
 4-offeres (technical & commercial) to be submitted, separately in sealed envelopes, either directly at (mrc) 
reception bureau or sent   by(dhl).  the requisition number, the description and the closing date should be fixed 
on both envelopes.  the validity of the offer should be mentioned within the technical offer ; also on the envelope  
of the commercial offer. offers sent by e– mail will be neglected. 

   5- the validity of the bid bond and the offer should be mentioned within both offers and should not be less than  
(120) days. 
6- all pages of, both, the technical and commercial offers should be numbered in sequence,   including the 
attachments and documents. 
7-all documents (profile) and similar contracts achieved, issued by governmental contracts should be submitted 
before purchasing the req. – for the current year or enclosed within the technical offer. 
8- a bid bond of amount that stated in the advertisement above against each tender should be submitted with 
commercial offer from one of the participant in the company according to instruction   as (letter of guarantee  , 
certified cheque   or bank guarantee) (original copy), issued from :( kurdistan international bank , north bank    , 
arpil international bank, gihan bank for islamic investment & finance , al mansour bank for investment , national 
islamic bank , region for business investment and financing    ( emerald bank befor), bank of baghdad ,  gulf 
commercial bank , sumer for commercial , credit bank iraqi  , investment bank of iraq , ashur international bank 
for investment  , international development for investment &finance , national bank of iraq    , iraqi islamic 
cooperational bank for investment , commercial bank ,   byblos bank , dijlah & furat bank for development & 
investment & iraqi middle east investment bank  , bank med  and released immediately in case the requisition is 
not awarded. cheques & bank   guarantees issued from [alwarkaa bank – islamic bilad bank, united bank for 
investment or basrah international bank, al- huda bank ,economy bank for investment & finance, union bank                 
of Iraq ] are not acceptable. this bid bond should be valid for not less than (120) days &this bid bond should be 
confiscated if the companies don’t respond to( answered  for ) the correspondence  during the technical & 
commercial study . 
  9-   the delivery period (in days) should be, exactly specified.  
10-basic terms of payment is by irrevocable & unconfirmed letter of credit to be paid (100%) after the receipt of 
goods in baghdad complete and as ordered. other terms of payment may be, mutually, agreed upon latter and for 
certain conditions, which are : a portion of the total amount to be paid, but against bank guarantee the prices of 
all offers are calculated according to the exchange rate of the central bank  of iraq .at the date of opening the 
offers .for the purpose  of preferability   and by iraqi dinar   only ,  for iraqi companies  according to the exchange 
rate of the control bank of iraq at the date of  preparing the contract,and the cost was stated in the contract. 
11-   delay penalty to be applied with total amount, not exceeding (10%) of the total value of the contract . 
12-  an unconditional performance bond of (5%) of the total value of the contract to be submitted, from one of the 
participant in the company as a letter of guarantee  (only)   after the letter of award  and  before   signing the 
contract  according to instruction  , from one of the banks mentioned  in item (8) within (15)  fifteen  days from the 
date, the supplier is informed of the award. for any delay beyond the specified period, the award will be cancelled 
and the supplier will be considered as a shirker. the issue of the (l /c) depends, mainly, on submitting this bond.   
the performance bond should be valid for two months later than the delivery period or until the guarantee period 
(if stated), is over. this performance bond will be released after the receipt of goods complete and as ordered and 
the supplier has fulfilled all his commitments regarding the p/o. otherwise, it will be confiscated. 
13- (2.7%) of the total value of the contract to be deducted as taxes for iraqi companies. also, in case the   
payment is in iraqi dinar. for   non-iraqi companies, the deducted amounts shall be transferred to the general 
commission of taxes within a period not exceeding (30) days from the date of completing the work and 3% for the 
contract contain onsite training , installation and operation.   

14- (0.002) off the total value of the contract to be deducted as stamp charges. 
15- a sum of (205,000.00) id to be deducted as cost of import license. 
 
 
 

 

 



   

 

 

 

16- origin certificate should be approved by iraqi embassy/commercial attaché in the country of origin. 

17-a sum of money in Iraqi dinar  for chemical materials to be deducted as an environmental 

cost after issuing the contract & will be determined by ministry of environment 

18- the participant has no right to omit or make any amendment, whatsoever, to any of the paragraphs   of the 

requisition document. 

19- the origin of the materials should be specified in the offer and fixed. and will not be changed   for  any  reason  

state the method & the port of shipment & the entry point . 

20-   the supplier should  state his full and fixed name and address (city ,building , street , email , phone NO.). ALL 

offers and correspondences  should be, clearly, signed by the general manager or whom is   officially   empowered   

via power of attorney. otherwise the offer will be neglected. 

21- third party inspection certificate should be provided from one of the following companies: 

[lioyds register – bureau veritas - intertek global - tuv rheinland - dnv] 

22-  it is necessary to present authorization letter from the manufacturer companies certified from ministry of 

foreing affairs or embassy or consulate or the commercial attached in country of origin  

23- in case the supplier fails to supply all or part of the requested materials as ordered and according to the 

technical specification stated in the purchase order, our company has the right to deduct their cost at the highest 

offered price submitted by competitors in the table of price analysis for such items. 

24-   the awarded supplier will bear the advertising fees value (100 $) . 

25-   iraqi laws are applied   :  the tender and the contract shall be governed and construed according   to the   iraqi 

law. courts shall have the exclusive jurisdiction to hear and determine all actions     and proceedings   arising out 

of the contract. governmental debts collection law (no. : 56), for the   year 1977 shall be applied on amounts owed   

to (mrc). 

26- for chemical (req) the sample should be submitted with the technical & commercial offers before or                      

(during )the closing otherwise the offers will be neglected 

  27-  the contracted company shall not deal with lsrael in any way ; otherwise , it shall bear all the legal  

consequences .  

28-the companies that need any additional  information in order  to participate in any tender 

should buy the tender document  & attached with their letters before closing date . & our                

company shall state  a date  of conference for answering all questions in time not less than                      

(7 day) befor closing date  

 29- closing date: 20  /   12 / 2016, till (1.00) o’clock (afternoon).                                                                                   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                               

                                                                                               Saad Noori Mohamed 

                                                                                              G. MANAGER  



• 
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REQ.NO: 1636/2016 .. 

Depressant for transformer oil type alkyl naphthalene or equivalent 

Specification : 

• The function of this compound is to lower the pour point paraffinic base oil of lube 
plant of middle east crude from zero to -----30 co to produce transformer oil 

DOSAGE: 0.3 ... 0.4 WT % 

Note: 

Sample of 1 liter should be submitted before closing date, for complete 
laboratory evaluation test. 

• If sample not submitted. the offer will be neglected 

PACKING: barrels 165 Kg weight suitable for overseas shipment 
(5 DRUMS PER PALLET) 

MSOS: - - physical and chemical Specification 

• - Handling and safety recommendations 

- Other information's concerning the material 

OTY; 5000 kgs 

1-L 
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Alkyl4 naphthalene Specification 

Base naphthalene 
Sodium 0.90°/o 

Ph 10 °/o sol water 7.25 + - 1 °/o 

Sulphate content 5-8°/o 

Ash content 34-38 °/o 

Appearance Fine powder 

Color Light cream to off white 

Density 500 - 700 Kg \ M3 

Solubility Soluble in water 

Dry matter > 95 °/o 

Ch. composition formaldehyde condense naphthalene 

Beta sulphonic acid sodium salt 

Chemical ring struc. Two adj .hexagons with CH2 on one 
end S03NA on another. 

• 
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MINISTRY OF OIL  
MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. (G.CO.)   

 (DAURA REFINERY)  
ADVERTISMENT   

                          MIDLAND REFINERIES CO. ANNOUNCES FOR PURCHASING THE MATERIALS AS STATED BELOW:- 

REQ.NO. DESCRIPTION QTY ADVERTISMEN
T NO. 

BID BOND 

1641/2016 Nalco 354 or equivalent/Neutralizer for boiler feed water 20000 Kgs Once 2400 $ 

1-the requisition to be sold in (250, 000) iraqi dinars; un returnable or to transfer this amount  to  mrc bank 
account number (90956)in rafidan bank  head branch   . 

2-technical and commercial offer should be opened at the same time, the representatives of the companies 
can be attend to our mpany (mrc) at 10 o’clock morning one day after the closing day stated below in item (29) . 
3-offered prices should be (cip) baghdad / daura refinery and preferred to be in us dollar. they will be final and un 
negotiable. (mrc) is not obliged to accept the lowest prices.  
 4-offeres (technical & commercial) to be submitted, separately in sealed envelopes, either directly at (mrc) 
reception bureau or sent   by(dhl).  the requisition number, the description and the closing date should be fixed 
on both envelopes.  the validity of the offer should be mentioned within the technical offer ; also on the envelope  
of the commercial offer. offers sent by e– mail will be neglected. 

   5- the validity of the bid bond and the offer should be mentioned within both offers and should not be less than  
(120) days. 
6- all pages of, both, the technical and commercial offers should be numbered in sequence,   including the 
attachments and documents. 
7-all documents (profile) and similar contracts achieved, issued by governmental contracts should be submitted 
before purchasing the req. – for the current year or enclosed within the technical offer. 
8- a bid bond of amount that stated in the advertisement above against each tender should be submitted with 
commercial offer from one of the participant in the company according to instruction   as (letter of guarantee  , 
certified cheque   or bank guarantee) (original copy), issued from :( kurdistan international bank , north bank    , 
arpil international bank, gihan bank for islamic investment & finance , al mansour bank for investment , national 
islamic bank , region for business investment and financing    ( emerald bank befor), bank of baghdad ,  gulf 
commercial bank , sumer for commercial , credit bank iraqi  , investment bank of iraq , ashur international bank 
for investment  , international development for investment &finance , national bank of iraq    , iraqi islamic 
cooperational bank for investment , commercial bank ,   byblos bank , dijlah & furat bank for development & 
investment & iraqi middle east investment bank  , bank med  and released immediately in case the requisition is 
not awarded. cheques & bank   guarantees issued from [alwarkaa bank – islamic bilad bank, united bank for 
investment or basrah international bank, al- huda bank ,economy bank for investment & finance, union bank                 
of Iraq ] are not acceptable. this bid bond should be valid for not less than (120) days &this bid bond should be 
confiscated if the companies don’t respond to( answered  for ) the correspondence  during the technical & 
commercial study . 
  9-   the delivery period (in days) should be, exactly specified.  
10-basic terms of payment is by irrevocable & unconfirmed letter of credit to be paid (100%) after the receipt of 
goods in baghdad complete and as ordered. other terms of payment may be, mutually, agreed upon latter and for 
certain conditions, which are : a portion of the total amount to be paid, but against bank guarantee the prices of 
all offers are calculated according to the exchange rate of the central bank  of iraq .at the date of opening the 
offers .for the purpose  of preferability   and by iraqi dinar   only ,  for iraqi companies  according to the exchange 
rate of the control bank of iraq at the date of  preparing the contract,and the cost was stated in the contract. 
11-   delay penalty to be applied with total amount, not exceeding (10%) of the total value of the contract . 
12-  an unconditional performance bond of (5%) of the total value of the contract to be submitted, from one of the 
participant in the company as a letter of guarantee  (only)   after the letter of award  and  before   signing the 
contract  according to instruction  , from one of the banks mentioned  in item (8) within (15)  fifteen  days from the 
date, the supplier is informed of the award. for any delay beyond the specified period, the award will be cancelled 
and the supplier will be considered as a shirker. the issue of the (l /c) depends, mainly, on submitting this bond.   
the performance bond should be valid for two months later than the delivery period or until the guarantee period 
(if stated), is over. this performance bond will be released after the receipt of goods complete and as ordered and 
the supplier has fulfilled all his commitments regarding the p/o. otherwise, it will be confiscated. 
13- (2.7%) of the total value of the contract to be deducted as taxes for iraqi companies. also, in case the   
payment is in iraqi dinar. for   non-iraqi companies, the deducted amounts shall be transferred to the general 
commission of taxes within a period not exceeding (30) days from the date of completing the work and 3% for the 
contract contain onsite training , installation and operation.   

14- (0.002) off the total value of the contract to be deducted as stamp charges. 
15- a sum of (205,000.00) id to be deducted as cost of import license. 
 
 
 

 

 

 



   

 

 

16- origin certificate should be approved by iraqi embassy/commercial attaché in the country of origin. 

17-a sum of money in Iraqi dinar  for chemical materials to be deducted as an environmental 

cost after issuing the contract & will be determined by ministry of environment 

18- the participant has no right to omit or make any amendment, whatsoever, to any of the paragraphs   of the 

requisition document. 

19- the origin of the materials should be specified in the offer and fixed. and will not be changed   for  any  reason  

state the method & the port of shipment & the entry point . 

20-   the supplier should  state his full and fixed name and address (city ,building , street , email , phone NO.). ALL 

offers and correspondences  should be, clearly, signed by the general manager or whom is   officially   empowered   

via power of attorney. otherwise the offer will be neglected. 

21- third party inspection certificate should be provided from one of the following companies: 

[lioyds register – bureau veritas - intertek global - tuv rheinland - dnv] 

22-  it is necessary to present authorization letter from the manufacturer companies certified from ministry of 

foreing affairs or embassy or consulate or the commercial attached in country of origin  

23- in case the supplier fails to supply all or part of the requested materials as ordered and according to the 

technical specification stated in the purchase order, our company has the right to deduct their cost at the highest 

offered price submitted by competitors in the table of price analysis for such items. 

24-   the awarded supplier will bear the advertising fees value (100 $) . 

25-   iraqi laws are applied   :  the tender and the contract shall be governed and construed according   to the   iraqi 

law. courts shall have the exclusive jurisdiction to hear and determine all actions     and proceedings   arising out 

of the contract. governmental debts collection law (no. : 56), for the   year 1977 shall be applied on amounts owed   

to (mrc). 

26- for chemical (req) the sample should be submitted with the technical & commercial offers before or                      

(during )the closing otherwise the offers will be neglected 

  27-  the contracted company shall not deal with lsrael in any way ; otherwise , it shall bear all the legal  

consequences .  

28-the companies that need any additional  information in order  to participate in any tender 

should buy the tender document  & attached with their letters before closing date . & our                

company shall state  a date  of conference for answering all questions in time not less than                      

(7 day) befor closing date  

 29- closing date: 20  /   12 / 2016, till (1.00) o’clock (afternoon).                                                                                   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                               

                                                                                               Saad Noori Mohamed 

                                                                                              G. MANAGER  
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REQ. NO: 1641/2016 

NALCO 354 OR EQUIVALENT/ NEUTRALIZER FOR BOILER 
FEED WATER 

NOTE: 

Offered material must been field successfully in boiler feed 
water. 

- PAEKING: 200-220 KGS PE DRUMS MUST BE SEATED ON 

LLETS THAT CAN BE STACKED ( 4 DRUMS PER PALLET) 

ORIGIN: - west Europe & U.S .A 

MSDS : Should be supply -

Delivery period 120 day 

QTY 20000 kgs 
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